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The brand trusted by
the science-curious
MASSIVE SCIENCE is a content and media
company delivering bleeding-edge
scientific research and expertise. Our
subscribers love our cutting-edge science
news, opinion, translated research and
longform content that is unrivaled in
digital news media. We provide
trustworthy, entertaining and sharable
science content authored by a growing
community of knowledgeable scientists.

We’re powered by our Consortium of
subject-matter experts who flock to us for
our editorial and media expertise. The
Massive Scientist Consortium hosts over
1,000 scientists, representing over 50
countries, over 150 fields, and over 500
institutions. And it’s still growing: in the
U.S. alone there are over 775,000
postgraduate STEM researchers.

Massive gives science a voice

Each month, Massive stories
reach over one million people
across search, social, our
website, and our newsletters

150,000
monthly sessions

10,000

newsletter subscribers

Our audience loves our work so much they
exceed all industry engagement metrics
177% more time than
the industry average

166% more opens than
the industry average

3m45s

40%

Avg. Time on Page

Avg. Email Open Rate

We reach an educated and high-earning
audience across all ages and genders

75%

hold an advanced degree

50%
Under 45

25%

HHI over $100k

What can we make for you?
Massive makes content with non-profit
and corporate entities who demand
excellence. We leverage the cultivated
expertise of our community of scientists
to create highly usable content products
and services based on cutting-edge
science.

Reports

We can create content for white-labelling,
marketing and communications purposes,
or as co-productions, leveraging Massive's
strong brand recognition. Our content is
uniquely designed to impact the large,
high-quality market of science-curious
news consumers we’ve identified.

Videos

Deep dives exploring a scientific subject.
10,000 or more words, presented with
custom illustration, and offering
downloadable PDFs.
We produced our report on lab-grown meat with
New Harvest

Articles
Stories about science expertly written by
STEM professional

Reanimation! is a 7-part animated series created
in partnership with Arizona State University,
the Sloan Foundation, and the MIT Press

Lab Notes
Quick hits of current events coverage and
commentary, all written by area experts

Newsletters
We create custom newsletters authored by
your scientists or experts, or our own

Podcasts

We partnered with the Science Studios at
Pioneer Works to create videos to accompany
their Scientific Controversies event series

Content Creation Rates
Bundle discounts available. Email sales@massivesci.com
with questions and requests.

Report Production

$20,000/report (10-15k words total,
including custom design and
illustration) v

Article production

$500/article authored by Massive
Scientists (i.e. articles that highlight
the translation of contemporary or
historical research)
$1-2/word for custom, long-form,
essay or reported articles

Custom Illustration
production

$500-1000/illustration

Video production

$2500/minute (animation, live action,
motion graphics)

Audio and podcast
production

$200/minute

Newletters

$5000/x5 newsletter series

Social Posts

$50-100/post (Instagram, Facebook,
Twitter)

Sponsorships & Advertising
Rates
We currently offer a limited advertising inventory between our website and our weekly
email newsletters to reach our valuable, niche audience of high-earning STEM
professionals; academic faculty, researchers, students; teachers; parents,
policymakers, concerned citizens and global entrepreneurs.
We offer a premium top page banner ad placement across all of our article pages and
homepage. We'll ask you to provide banners in multiple width dimensions to display
well across varying screen sizes—we can also help design ads for you.
For our weekly email newsletters, we offer banner ad placement at the top of the email
and at the bottom of each email. We regularly send two emails a week, and depending
on the goals of your campaign, one weekly email may be better suited over another.
Our ad-buying process is very straightforward: you can email
sales@massivesci.com to let us know the weeks which you’d like to run the
advertisement and the accompanying assets. We’ll review your advertisement, invoice
you for the weeks you’ve selected, and reserve those spots for you.
We're happy to customize any of our offerings to meet your needs.

Rate

Assets

Website
Advertising

$2100/week

4 .png files with a
height of 130px and
widths of 300px,
500px, 700px, and
900px

Newsletter
Advertising

$800/week

1 .png file with a height
of 130px and width of
600px

Licensing + Syndication Rates
We hold the copyright to all content produced on Massive,
including our series, videos, verticals and reports. Bundle
discounts available upon request.
Email sales@massivesci.com with questions and requests.
Reports

$5,000/report

Articles

$350/article

Lab Notes

$150/note

Custom Illustrations

$350/illustration

Videos

$1,000/video

Podcasts

$350/episode

Broader Impacts Consultation
Are you a researcher who is ready to submit an NSF, NIH or DARPA grant and need a
science outreach or communication partner to meet your Broader Impact Criteria? Are
you unsure as to how to reach the best public audiences and where to do it? Work with
Massive Science!
We know how to help you author and translate your research so it will have the largest
possible impact on your stakeholders, whether they are the wider public, investors,
scientists, students, educators or other STEM professionals. We can help you turn your
research into stories that will have a big impact, and we can help you measure that
impact.
•

We will take you from research proposal to broader impact assessment.

•

We will help you create translated, narrative versions of your research in the form of
videos, articles, stories, blog posts, reports, events, panel discussions, illustrations
and infographics. These assets can be used internally by you for research and
presentation purposes or can be pitched to publications and beyond.

•

We will help you publish and distribute your translated research assets.

•

We will provide measurements of your communications' impact on specific
audiences.

What can we make for you?
Everything we make will be created with a specific, non-scientific audience in mind.
We will work with you to create the exact kind of content you need! Please email us to
set up a free initial consultation at sales@massivesci.com. You can find our Content
Creation Rates in this package. We include additional consultation and project
management rates for large projects.

Training Rates
Massive Science provides communication training for scientific researchers to
effectively share their work with the public. Our storytelling certification is quickly
becoming known as a mark of excellence in science communication and we’ve already
transformed the lives and careers of our community members: through Massive they
have signed book deals, become public figures, received job offers, published editorials
and academic papers in leading journals, and learned advanced communication skills.
We're happy to customize any of our offerings.

Interactive Email Course

Virtual Workshop (Webinar)

Researchers can take an online training
course at their own pace, which will lead
them from basic narrative principles
through a fully-constructed story pitch.
Emailed mini-lessons will teach them
how to tell science stories to multiple
audiences.

Join members of Massive's editorial team
to learn how to tell stories about your
science with a wide audience. We'll share
our expertise, teach effective science
communication skills, answer questions,
and more. Choose from our existing
workshops or develop one with us.

Cost: $1,000/course

Cost: $2,000/webinar + $10/attendee

On-Location Workshop
This two to three hour workshop will provide a hands-on introduction to the translation
of scientific research into multi-media and text stories suited for non expert audiences
(the public, journalists, other communication experts).
Participants will leave the workshop with a thorough understanding of how to
construct a compelling, emotional and accurate science story based on high-level
research; the editorial, journalistic and media frameworks used to market, pitch and
publish science stories to maximize impact and reach; and how to present complex
information in a simple way to non-experts.
Cost: $6,000/day + travel expenses

Special
Projects
Science consulting for
media
We’re consulting on science storylines for
a new comic universe powered by The
MIT Press and can help you do the same
for your film, show or book.

Community partnerships
We’ve created a Research Scholar
program and community partnership
with TEDMED and can help you form
your own research community.

Online scientist Q&As
Massive will take questions you need
answered and use these to produce an
Q&A discussions with selected scientists
in an online venue.

On-location events
Massive can produce live panel
discussions.

Games
We’ve launched a Women of Science card
game with a comic illustrator and can
help you with your science-adjacent
gaming needs.

Products
We can launch product partnerships in
our online store.

Women of Science Tarot Deck
Wholesale Rates

Our Women of Science Tarot Deck is an
illustrated card game that helps us tell
stories based on principles of science.

• 78 tarot cards measuring 2.75" x 4.75"
(about 70 x 120 mm), printed on highquality 330gsm card-stock with a matte

This unique tarot deck was made
possible with the support of over 300
Kickstarter backers.

finish

MSRP: $55/each
Wholesale: $45/each
Minimum order: 10 decks

• Includes digital instructions (perfect
for tarot beginners) and a digital
guidebook with information about each
scientist and teaching guidelines for
educators
• Comes with a specialty rigid
box, approximately 5.2" x 3.2" x 1.3"

